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Introduction
Intellectual property in Kazakhstan
With the organisation of Expo-2017
gaining momentum, the issue of securing
trademarks as intangible assets in
Kazakhstan, whether by national or
international means, has become relevant
for many companies. By registering a
trademark, its owner is mitigating the risk
of third parties infringing rights to
trademarks, brand names, and may even
protect their rights from third parties.
More importantly, with ever increasing
digital globalisation, the registration and
use of domain names and their role in
protecting rights to intellectual property in
the event a domain name is similar to an
existing legally protected trademark or
brand name have become even more
important.
However, since the institution of
intellectual property is under developed in
Kazakhstan, many companies use brands,
logos, trademarks and images on goods
and in services without legally registering
them, and without checking for trademark
infringements by third parties.
© 2016 Deloitte TCF, LLP
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Current court practices show that entities
using trademarks for commercial purposes
sometimes only recognise they have
violated third party rights when they
receive a court order. There have been
similar cases where not only the defendant
comes to the wrong conclusions, but
courts rule ambiguously, making it difficult
not only for the parties to the dispute, but
also for those entities applying the rulings
in the future in law enforcement practices.
For this reason, in this document we take
a look at the core issues around the legal
protection of trademarks; the methods for
revealing violations and protecting
trademark rights; the rules for transferring
and providing rights to use trademarks,
including the issue of royalties; and
analyse Kazakhstan court practices, the
main recommendations of the international
community, and many others.
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We hope that you find the information in
this document interesting and useful.
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Why is this so
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Counterfeits and fakes
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Why is this so relevant today?
Who is it relevant for?
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Counterfeits and fakes are common in today’s society and are used by unscrupulous individuals to make a quick
and easy profit using products that are of a lower quality than the original.

03

Profit gains against a reduction of the possibility in the unlawful use of your rights to trademarks and other
objects of intellectual property.

04

An improved professional business reputation through a valid intellectual capital policy, including its protection.

05
06

Consumer sector
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Pharmaceutical
and construction
sectors

Hi-tech
telecommunications
and mass media

Oil services
industry
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Why is this so relevant today?
What are the most common violations?
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In Kazakhstan, most trademark violations take the form of counterfeits and
fakes, which are either ignored by the authorities or poorly monitored.

It is no secret that companies allocate significant time and funds to promote and
market their brand, understanding that a well known brand with a good
reputation is a passport to success and stable profit, and places them in a far
more competitive position.

In the new digital era, an important factor is the lawful use of domain names.
Kazakhstan courts have seen a number of cases involving disputes around
domain names, which in turn are a product of individualisation and have become
an integral element in promoting a business.

© 2016 Deloitte TCF, LLP

Even though legal mechanisms
exist in Kazakhstan to protect
rights to trademarks, and are
constantly being improved since
Kazakhstan entered the WTO,
trademark rights are not always
observed and protected. This
means that even though a
legislative base does exist, most
people do not know what is
required to protect their rights.
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In contrast to material assets,
intangible assets such as
trademarks do not lost their value
over time (even from
amortization), but increase their
value with each year of use.
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Why is this so relevant today?
Counterfeits and fakes
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Counterfeits are goods manufactured, distributed or otherwise used in
violation of the exclusive rights of the holders of the rights to them, or
goods from which information on rights holders has been removed or
attached incorrectly. Counterfeits include items whose number in
circulation exceeds the number indicated in a copyright or license
agreement, those distributed in a non-contractual territory, or held on a
storage medium not stipulated by an agreement

A fake item is one that is not an original and that has been
manufactured to resemble an original item

Counterfeiters, using the reputation of bona fide manufacturers
generated over years and earning easy money based on a well-known
trademark (brand or logo), manufacture goods from low-quality
products, and often use materials other than those used to
manufacture originals

Often consumers cannot distinguish between counterfeits or fakes and
originals. At the same time, the manufacturers of counterfeits and
fakes mislead consumers regarding the manufacturer of goods or their
characteristics
© 2016 Deloitte TCF, LLP

In Kazakhstan, counterfeits and fakes are common, whether they be building
materials, household goods, clothes, food and others

03
04

Fakes and counterfeits are manufactured anywhere (including in apartments,
warehouses and others), often without the required manufacturing conditions

It is not difficult to sell counterfeits and fakes, especially at wholesale and retail
markets, or in shops such as large malls

05
06

Low quality goods purchased by unscrupulous individuals for a relatively low
price from counterfeiters and manufacturers of fakes are bought by
consumers at prices close to those paid for original quality items

The existence of counterfeits and fakes results in reduced profit margins for
trademark owners, harms their business reputation and has a negative impact
on competition
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Why is this so relevant today?
Parallel imports

In addition to counterfeits and fakes, trademarks are violated by parallel
imports, which are the import and sale of original goods into Kazakhstan
incorporating trademarks, but introduced into circulation without the
trademark owner’s consent

01

Trademark owners, based on the Eurasian Economic Union Customs Code, are
entitled to protect their trademark rights in the Customs Union by entering
their trademarks in the Customs Union’s register of objects of intellectual
property for up to two years, with the right to extend for up to another two
years

02
03
04

Goods sold incorporating the right holder’s trademark and introduced into
circulation by the right holder, which are then repurchased and sold in
Kazakhstan, will not bring about the unlawful use of trademarks as the
goods have been introduced into circulation correctly

If the registration deadline for trademarks has passed, then they will be
removed from the Customs Union register for objects of intellectual property

If goods incorporating a trademark are introduced into circulation in any
Eurasian Economic Union member country, their subsequent repurchase
or sale is recognised as lawful throughout the entire Eurasian Economic
Union

The customs authorities are entitled to suspend the release of goods with a
trademark for 10 working days, while the right holder or body authorised by it
may request an extension of up to 10 working days

The use of trademarks by other entities in relation to goods that have
been lawfully and directly introduced into circulation in Eurasian
Economic Union member countries by the trademark owner or with its
consent will not be treated as a violation of the exclusive right to
trademarks.

If a trademark has not been included in the Customs Union register of objects
of intellectual property, the customs authorities will still be authorised to
suspend the release of goods incorporating objects of intellectual property,
without notifying the right holder, in accordance with the procedure
determined by Customs Union member country law

05
06

To protect trademarks, under Kazakhstan customs law, trademark owners apply to include their trademarks in Kazakhstan and Customs Union member
countries’ customs registers of objects of intellectual property for up to two years, with the possibility to extend for up to two years. At the same time, if the
customs authorities discover indications of a violation of rights to intellectual property, they can suspend the release of the goods in question for 10 working
days, and at the request of the rights holder or an authorised entity, they may extend the period by another 10 working days

© 2016 Deloitte TCF, LLP
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Why is this so relevant today?
Сybersquatting
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Quite often the owners of registered trademarks who have
developed a widely known good business reputation discover
that other companies are using their domain names in a brand
that duplicates their trademark, threatening not only rights to
a protected trademark, but negatively impacting the
company’s business reputation

03
04
05

Similarity between trademarks and domain names causes
increased confusion among consumers and reputation risks for
companies and financial losses

06

Current court practices testify to ever increasing cases of
cybersquatting, whereby having discovered an unregistered
brand, cybersquatters register a domain name with the same
name to resell it to the company owning the relevant brand.
The cybersquatter’s actions involve creating a domain name
and intimidating brand owners, threatening to create a fake
company site with incorrect product/service information and
even derogatory information
© 2016 Deloitte TCF, LLP
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How to combat the
issue effectively
Revealing violations
Liability for violating trademark rights
Court practices
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How to combat the issue effectively
Revealing violations

01

The first thing is to highlight individuals and entities using trademarks unlawfully. Below we show a few methods you can use to
reveal anyone violating trademark rights
Method

Application
•

Consumer
complaints

•
•
•

Monitoring of sales
outlets

•

•

© 2016 Deloitte TCF, LLP

Practical difficulties

Consumers often direct their complaints against the manufacturers of original items or
their distributors. In those cases, the manufacturer of originals should have a
mechanism in place to help it react properly to complaints it receives. It is possible
that an unhappy customer purchased a counterfeit or fake
For this reason, it is a good idea to find out where the goods were purchased and
travel to the sales point to check for counterfeits or fakes
If the existence of counterfeits or fakes is confirmed, a control purchase can be made
and taken to the law enforcement authorities

• Not all complaints are based on the
purchase of a defective item. Often,
either the original itself is defective or
the buyer uses it incorrectly

Monitoring sales outlets is the most effective method currently available as a great
number of fakes exist that trademark holders will not be aware of
After highlighting a counterfeit or fake, and following subsequent court actions,
counterfeits and fakes can disappear from the shelves for quite a long period as
surrounding sales outlets often treat correctly administered punishment as a lesson
Kazakhstan law provides for both administrative and criminal liability for the unlawful
use of trademarks – fines, arrest, confiscation and others

• Intellectual property experts should be
hired to monitor counterfeits and fakes
and take any subsequent actions to
cease and prevent violations of
trademark rights

02
03
04
05
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How to combat the issue effectively
Revealing violations

01
02

Method

Application
•

Objection to
registration
•
•
Trademark owner’s
discovery of the use
of its trademark

© 2016 Deloitte TCF, LLP

Practical difficulties

If a third party owns a registered trademark that is identical or very similar to another
trademark, and if it was registered with the patent department later than the other
trademark, then the owner of the trademark registered earlier is entitled to dispute
the registration with the Ministry of Justice appeal council
The appeal council ruling may be disputed further in court

• A lawyer or patent agent experienced
in all aspects of trademark rights needs
to be hired

Rights holders frequently direct complaints to domain name owners to warn about
violations of their protected trademark rights as the trademarks in question and
domain names are identical. Frequently, any related court cases tend to be complex in
nature as court practices tend to focus on the domain name owner’s ability to
establish fair practices and its intention to mislead the public around the link between
the domain name and trademark

•

03
04

Often it is fairly hard to establish the
integrity of a domain name owner,
specifically in relation to its intention
to mislead regarding the origin,
nature or basic qualities of goods or
services, for which the plaintiff’s
trademark is used according to a list
of goods or services attached to the
trademark registration certificate
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How to combat the issue effectively
Liability for violating trademark rights

Liability

Type of liability

Liability takes the form of fines and the confiscation of goods comprising an
illegal representation of a trademark or symbols for homogenous goods and
Administrative liability services that lead to confusion. Confiscated goods will be destroyed, except
those given trademarks by the rights holder (for example, in a parallel import)
or when goods are introduced into circulation in the public interest

Criminal liability

A repeat violation or violation resulting in large-scale damage (100 times the
MCI or damage incurred by an organisation or the state of 1,000 times the
MCI) stipulates a fine/correctional work/community work/arrest, depending on
each specific case
The illegal use of warnings on trademarks not registered in Kazakhstan, if
repeated/causing major damage, results in a fine/correctional
work/community work/arrest

© 2016 Deloitte TCF, LLP

01

The owner of a
registered trademark
can use instructions in
the form of a letter “R”
or the words “тауар
таңбасы”, “товарный
знак” or
“зарегистрированный
товарный знак”.
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How to combat the issue effectively
Examples of court practices

01
02

Transaction type

Concepts used in litigation

Examples of court practices in Kazakhstan

Against trademark
registration

Revocation of the registration of trademark rights

Khlebni Dar trademark case (№ 3гп-278-15)

Case verdict for a repeat violation of trademark rights

Toyota trademark case (№ 1/358-14)

Trademark similar so as to create confusion

Ulybka trademark case (№ 3г-5829-12)

Illegal use of
trademarks in a domain
name

Letter identification in a domain name that has caused
confusion with a trademark and firm name

Bakertilly domain name case № 2-3172/13

Parallel import

Incorrect interpretation of the law (national trademark and
international trademark)

CHIVAS HOLDING (IP) Limited case (№ 3гп-625-15)

Franchising

Regarding franchising agreement payments

METRO Cash and Carry LLP case (№ 3гп-204-16 )

Illegal use of
trademarks

© 2016 Deloitte TCF, LLP
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Trademark
commercialisation
Types of trademarks
Transfer of rights to trademarks
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Trademark commercialisation
Types of trademarks

01

Trademarks are protected in several ways – registration through regional and international patent departments. However, before
applying anyone wishing to register a trademark will ask questions such as do I need to register, how much does it cost and what are
the advantages? On this slide we try to answer these questions.
Types of
trademarks

Overview

National
trademark

• National trademark registration in Kazakhstan assumes the legal protection of trademarks across Kazakhstan for 10 years. It can be extended
for another 10 years. If a trademark is well known it may be recognised as a public trademark. National trademark registration entitles the
holder to the exclusive use of the trademark in question on goods and in services throughout Kazakhstan, allows third parties to use the
trademark through a license agreement, a comprehensive business license agreement and other agreements allowing the use of a trademark
in specific areas of or throughout Kazakhstan.

Eurasian Union
trademark

International
trademark

© 2016 Deloitte TCF, LLP
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• A Eurasian Union trademark provides legal protection in all Eurasian Union member countries simultaneously. The trademark owner receives
exclusive rights to use the Eurasian Union trademark, transfer rights to the trademark in accordance with member country law, and forbid
other entities from using the trademark or symbols similar to it resulting in confusion, in relation to homogenous goods and services. Eurasian
Union trademark registration is provided exclusively in graphic form.

05
06

• Trademark registration through the global bureau of intellectual property has gained popularity as it enables the trademark owner to protect a
trademark in 97 countries of the Madrid International Trademark Registration System. An applicant to register a trademark as an
international trademark may include any country of the 97 above for extension of the legal protection on their trademark. This form of
registration is extremely beneficial for international companies with developed distribution networks. Furthermore, international trade mark
applications save the applicant funds as a single amount is paid to the International Bureau instead of several payments for national
trademarks with the patent departments in each country. In this respect, the International Bureau for Intellectual Property is constantly
working on improving the Madrid system in terms of its use – including to simplify the application procedure, expand coverage and others.
Furthermore, the Madrid system allows its members to transfer trademark rights related to a license or assignment
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Trademark commercialisation
Transactions with trademarks: Mechanisms for transferring trade mark rights
To entitle a third party to use a trade mark, rights holders enter
into license agreements or franchise agreements. Any such
agreement, with the consent of the parties, may also contain
assignment clauses. Agreements should be in writing and identify
the subject of the assignment and be registered with the
authorised body of the Ministry of Justice. Trademark rights may
not be transferred to a third party if the transfer subsequently
causes confusion around the good or its manufacturer. The most
common method of transferring rights to trademarks is to enter
into a license agreement with the proviso that the quality of
goods and services will be no lower than the quality of the
licensor’s goods and services and that the licensor is entitled to
monitor execution of the same

According to Kazakhstan tax law, under an international agreement, a
trademark owner is entitled to receive royalties. Royalties are a payment for
the use or the right to use a trademark (and other rights to intellectual
property). Royalties are set in an agreement to use a trademark. In turn,
royalties may be calculated based on profit, sales, selling prices and range
between 3% and 5%
© 2016 Deloitte TCF, LLP
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License agreements are
divided into three main
types:

License agreements are
also classified as simple,
hybrid and recurring

A non-exclusive license is
a license that allows the right
to use a trade mark to
several licensees

If a trade mark is transferred
within the framework of a
specific license agreement,
then that license agreement
is recognised as simple

An exclusive license
entitles one licensee to use a
trade mark
A full license gives the
licensee the exclusive right to
use a trade mark, while the
licensor commits not to use
the trade mark

If the right to use a
trademark is transferred
within the framework of
other commercial
transactions, then the license
agreement in question is
treated as hybrid

03
04
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If a licensee transfers a right
to use a trademark
developed by the licensor
based on knowledge received
by it from the sale of the
object under a license
agreement, then that license
is treated as recurring
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How can Deloitte
help you?
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How can Deloitte help you?
01
02
Preliminary analysis

• Review statutory
requirements for the
protection of trademarks
and other objects of
intellectual property
• Analyse the Company’s
rights to intellectual
property, mechanisms
used to transfer rights to
third parties
• Prepare internal
documents to correct
deficiencies,
cease/prevent the
unlawful use of rights to
intellectual property

Highlight and prevent
violations
• Assist in highlighting the
unlawful use of rights to
trademarks (counterfeits,
fakes and domain names)
• Prepare warning letters on
the termination of
violations of trademark
rights
• Include trademarks in the
customs register of
objects of intellectual
property
• Register/extend rights to
Kazakhstan trademarks,
Eurasian Union
trademarks, international
trademarks and patents

Subsequent monitoring

• Assist in monitoring
highlighted violations, and
subsequently monitoring
the relevant market for
counterfeits/fakes and
domain names duplicated
in the trademark name

Court practice

03

• Protect interests with the
law enforcement
authorities and courts

04

• Provide comprehensive
protection and advice

05
06

• Draft a license agreement,
franchise agreement,
assignment agreement
and others
• Provide legal support to
conclude a license
agreement, franchise
agreement, assignment
agreement and others

• Register copyright, license
and other agreements
© 2016 Deloitte TCF, LLP
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Deloitte publications
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Deloitte publications
01
02

Keep up to date with the latest news and subscribe to our
publications

• Legislative tracking — a review of legislative changes

03

• Legislative Tracking in Focus — specialised reviews, each of
which is dedicated to key taxation and legal events

04

• Litigation in Focus — a review of court practices around current
issues

05

• We also hold live and webcast events for clients to discuss
current legislative issues

06
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